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The magic Rubik’s cube
How a Rubik’s cube saved someone’s life 

Scene 1
We start with a scene with two non identical twin sisters who are 
together with a group of friends discussing the problem about their 
brother at a park bench.

Julie
Kacy & Kathy I didn’t want to say this but I saw your 
brother Alex yesterday & he was stumbling all over the 
place. He looked totally drunk. Is everything ok?

Bobbie
I’ve seen him like that too. Sorry to say but he seems 
crazy.

Kathy
When he’s sober he’s actually the most wonderful person. 
But he has a problem.

Kacy
We’ve been trying to keep it quiet, us and his 
girlfriend Maria, but obviously you guys have noticed.

Addison
Do your parents know?

Kacy
No we’re keeping it from them.

Kathy
Though we don’t know how long we can keep it from them 
for.

Bobbie
But you need to get help for him. Your parents need to 
know.

Kacy
We’ve promised Alex that we wouldn’t tell them but 
things have gotten more and more serious.

Kathy
Maria has allowed us to cover up by saying that he’s 
round hers but we can only do that for so long.

Suddenly a person seems almost to appear out of nothing and say.

Rubiko
Hello everyone. My name is Rubiko and I have a magic 
Rubik’s cube here for you.

Bobbie
Magic? Yeah right.

Addison
Just another con man trying to make money out of us.

The Rubik Cube Seller turns to Kathy and Kacy and says

Rubiko
I have come here because I know that you’re going to 
need the magic powers of this cube to help your brother. 
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Kathy
How did he know about our brother.

Addison
Easy he probably just heard our conversation and now 
he’s making out that he’s telepathic.

Rubiko
I’m not selling you anything. I’m here to give you this 
for free. To help you.

Kacy
Ok then, what magic can it do?

Rubiko
If you have a problem all you need to do is solve the 
puzzle and it will take you to the precise moment & 
location where you can solve the problem.

Rubiko hands the cube to Kacy. Kacy put’s it into her bag.

Bobbie
I’d chuck it if I were you.

Kacy
No I’m keeping it. 

Kacy turns round to thank the guy but he’s gone. Instead she sees 
someone running towards them. It’s a friend of their brother called 
John. He talks to them out of breath.

John
Kacy, Kathy. You need to come quickly. Alex has had an 
accident after getting extremely drunk. He’s hurt real 
bad. 

Kacy & Kathy look horrified as do all the friends. 

John
You guys better come with me real quick.

Kacy & Kathy get up and run off together with John.

Scene 2
Kathy & Kacy are sat there with a newspaper article about the death 
of their brother. 

Kacy
He was too young to die

Kathy
We should have told mum and dad. We shouldn’t have 
promised him to keep his problem secret.

Kacy
You’re right but it’s too late now.

They sit there for a while really upset. Perhaps we’ll add some 
tears.

Kacy
Hold on. I’ve just remembered. I’ve got that Rubik’s 
cube in my bag.

Kathy
And?
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Kacy
Well that man said…

Kathy
Kacy you don’t believe that rubbish. Throw it away.

Kacy get’s it out and starts doing it. Eventually finishes it and at 
that moment suddenly they’re transported.

Scene 3
To a room where Alex is sat with a bottle of alcohol

Alex
Flipping eck. Where did you two suddenly appear from?

Kathy
It worked

Kacy
We’ve come from the future Alex.

Alex
Are you guys delusional

Alex opens the bottle and is about to drink

Kathy
Alex put that down right now

Alex
No I need a drink

Kacy gives him the newspaper article

Kacy
Alex, we’ve come from the future as this has already 
happened and we need to stop it. This is serious. You 
get so drunk that you fall and fatally hit your head.

Alex
You’ve just made up a newspaper article.

Kathy
We can prove we’re from the future

Alex
Ok, give it a go.

Kacy
We promised you not to tell mum about your drinking and 
we stuck to our promise. Now it’s your turn to promise 
us to stop the drink if we can prove that we’re from the 
future.

Alex
I promise you. Good luck with it though.

Kacy
Get the game between Man United and Chelsea up on your 
phone.

Alex sets it up

Alex
Yeah it’s one all at the moment.
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Kathy
Well Chelsea are just about to score another. In fact it 
will be Mount who scores. 

Alex sets it up. Seconds later Mount scores

Alex
wow. How did you know.

Kacy
Cause we’re from the future and you’re about to die if 
you drink from that bottle and if you carry on drinking.

Maria
Listen to them Alex. I can’t cope anymore and neither do 
I want to lose you. Stop drinking right now or I’ll walk 
out of that door.

Scene 4
We see Maria and Alex walking along laughing and happy. They look 
behind them and Alex says. 

Alex
Kathy, Kacy, Rubiko and everyone else. I wouldn’t be 
here now if it wasn’t for all of you. Thank you for 
saving my life

And then they walk off into the distance.
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Cast
Principles

Alex Ayan Alcoholic Brother.

Kathy Lana Sister 1.

Kacy Cat Sister 2.

Maria Maisy Alex’s girlfriend

Julie willow friend of Sister

Bobbie Bailey friend of Sister

Addison Elise friend of Sister

Rubiko Nisha Mysterious sales person

Joan Daya a friend of Alex


